
Lockdown
Turning learning 

inside out!



What does turning learning inside out mean?

Many activities given to your child to 
complete during a lockdown can be accessed 
outside.  So this just means taking the task 
they have to complete and working outside 
instead of in!

This document will explain how and why!



Where could I take my learning outside?

Anywhere!  If you have a garden then this would be 
the obvious place.  However if that is tricky then 
many of these ideas could work on your daily walk 
or in a park etc.  



Why
Children learning outdoors have better attitudes to failure, improved 
mental resilience, more confidence, greater self awareness and 
enhanced communication skills - these can in turn benefit their 
performance when returning to the classroom.

Problem solving and teamwork in a less pressured environment 
where trial and error is encouraged empowers pupils with greater 
resilience.

There are benefits to mental health when spending time outside.  
Fresh air and green spaces have been shown to have a positive 
effect on brain development.



What and how?

Most subject areas can be adapted to be taught 
outside.  Being in this space allows you to think big! 

Using natural resources allows your child to be 
independent and of course they are free!

Your child will be able to reinforce their learning by 
using their skills in a different environment.



Maths



English

Try using 
clipboards, 
notebooks, 

writing in chalk, in 
the mud, with 

water...



Science
Children are naturally curious 
outside.  Noticing changes and 
exploring the natural world will 
add to their scientific knowledge.  
Other areas of science can be 
covered through allowing them to 
play and explore.  

For activities and spotter sheets:
http://treetoolsforschools.org.uk/
categorymenu/?cat=activities



Taking other subjects outside might include:

● Treasure hunts (map reading, co-ordinates, hiding 
facts/ phonic sounds etc)

● Art activities - making pictures/ sculptures using 
natural resources, sketching etc

● Den building - brilliant for problem solving, developing 
DT skills, science

● Scavenger hunts - can be used to reinforce terms learnt 
in various areas - ie Science, art

● Simply working in a different environment, ie build a 
den to work in outside, or wrap up warm and complete 
school work in the garden



Practical solutions to barriers!

Make sure that basic needs are met - and not just of the children!
● Too warm? - work in the shade! Take out water bottles. Choose activities 

involving being still and calm. Use water!
● Too cold? Choose active sessions.  Keep children and adults moving and 

busy. Provide warm drinks if possible.
● Too wet? Embrace it - there is so much to learn!    Use shelter.

CLOTHING IS KEY!  
● Needing the toilet - ensure children have gone before.  
● Handwashing - wash before going out and on return.  Take out 

antibacterial gel.


